Abstract: Digital holography (DH) is a promising technique for modern three-dimensional (3D) imaging. Coherent holography records the complex amplitude of a 3D object holographically, giving speckle noise upon reconstruction and presenting a serious drawback inherent in coherent optical systems. On the other hand, incoherent holography records the intensity distribution of the object, allowing a higher signal-to-noise ratio as compared to its coherent counterpart. Currently there are two incoherent digital holographic techniques: optical scanning holography (OSH) and Fresnel incoherent correlation holography (FINCH). In this review, we first explain the principles of OSH and FINCH. We then compare, to some extent, the differences between OSH and FINCH. Finally, some of the recent applications of the two incoherent holographic techniques are reviewed.
Introduction
The demand for three-dimensional (3D) imaging [1, 2] has been increasing more and more in recent years. The acquisition of 3D information is important, particularly in the fields of life science [1] and information science [2] . To record the 3D position, shape, and image of an object, many types of methods, such as dual focus-plane imaging [1] , integral imaging with a lens array [2] , scanning and nonlinear optics [3] , coherent diffraction imaging [4] , and holography [5] , have been actively researched. However, as a result of advanced computer and photonic devices, digital holography (DH) [6, 7] can record a hologram of a real 3D object on a two-dimensional (2D) plane and reconstruct its image digitally, which has given a promising 3D technique in the last decade. DH is an interference technique, and the light source should be both spatially and temporally coherent to guarantee the success of the interference. In practice, there is no perfect coherent source, and thus holographic recording is always performed by a partially coherent source. For a source with a high spatial coherence but low temporal coherence, interference can be performed when the time delay between the object light and the reference light is smaller than the coherence time. This is also the fundamental concept of "low-coherence DH", which has been applied to perform 3D imaging and sectional reconstruction [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . On the other hand, holographic recording by using a source with a high temporal coherence but low spatial coherence is more difficult, because it is difficult to generate a mutually coherent reference light from such a light source. This is the case that we are interested in for this paper, and it is referred to as "incoherent DH" henceforth. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of a typical OSH system. A laser of wavelength λ and angular frequency ω is used as the source and the laser beam is separated by a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS). The transmitting beam is collimated by the beam expander BE1 and focused by the lens L1; the reflected beam from the PBS is collimated by the beam expander BE2. In the path of the reflected beam, a pupil, p(x, y), located in the front focal plane of lens L2, is inserted to modify the properties of the recorded hologram. The two beams are recombined by the beamsplitter (BS) and projected toward the object T(x, y, z) through lens L2. The object is located at a distance z away from the back focal plane of the lens. The interference pattern from the two beams is formed on the object. In the present case, we choose p(x, y) = 1, and we have the interference of a spherical wave and a plane wave, which is a FZP on the object. A frequency shift between the two beams is introduced by a frequency shifter, such as an electro-optic modulator (EOM), as shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, the interference fringe Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 143 3 of 18 in the object space oscillates at the modulation angular frequency Ω of the EOM and thus is called a time-dependent Fresnel zone plate (TDFZP). The object is mounted on an x-y translational stage and is raster scanned by the TDFZP; the light scattered from the object is detected by a single-pixel detector, that is, a photodetector, PD1, as shown in the figure, to give a signal (Sig) as an input of the lock-in amplifier. Meanwhile, a reference signal is detected by photodetector PD2 at the non-scanning channel of the interferometer to give a reference signal as another signal to the lock-in amplifier. Finally, the outputs of the lock-in amplifier, which contain the amplitude and phase information of the scanned object, are digitized and arranged as a complex hologram in a computer.
There are several various versions of OSH systems. By using three lasers with different wavelengths and three EOMs, a color-scanned hologram has been recorded in single scanning [49] . The EOM can be replaced by acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to generate the frequency shift [50] . Homodyne scanning is also an alternative choice to record a scanned hologram without a frequency shifter [51] . However, in homodyne scanning holography, multiple scannings are required to remove the zeroth-order beam and twin image resulting from the hologram. The object-scanning scheme as illustrated in Figure 1 can be replaced by a beam-scanning scheme for high-speed applications [17] . In addition, the proposed dual-beam scanning, as shown in Figure 1 , can be replaced by single-beam scanning, which is superior for the coherent mode of operation of OSH [52] . Finally, instead of using a lock-in amplifier for the amplitude and phase extraction of the signal, demodulation can be performed digitally by the spatial-temporal demodulation technique [29] . and thus is called a time-dependent Fresnel zone plate (TDFZP). The object is mounted on an x-y translational stage and is raster scanned by the TDFZP; the light scattered from the object is detected by a single-pixel detector, that is, a photodetector, PD1, as shown in the figure, to give a signal (Sig) as an input of the lock-in amplifier. Meanwhile, a reference signal is detected by photodetector PD2 at the non-scanning channel of the interferometer to give a reference signal as another signal to the lock-in amplifier. Finally, the outputs of the lock-in amplifier, which contain the amplitude and phase information of the scanned object, are digitized and arranged as a complex hologram in a computer. There are several various versions of OSH systems. By using three lasers with different wavelengths and three EOMs, a color-scanned hologram has been recorded in single scanning [49] . The EOM can be replaced by acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to generate the frequency shift [50] . Homodyne scanning is also an alternative choice to record a scanned hologram without a frequency shifter [51] . However, in homodyne scanning holography, multiple scannings are required to remove the zeroth-order beam and twin image resulting from the hologram. The object-scanning scheme as illustrated in Figure 1 can be replaced by a beam-scanning scheme for high-speed applications [17] . In addition, the proposed dual-beam scanning, as shown in Figure 1 , can be replaced by single-beam scanning, which is superior for the coherent mode of operation of OSH [52] . Finally, instead of using a lock-in amplifier for the amplitude and phase extraction of the signal, demodulation can be performed digitally by the spatial-temporal demodulation technique [29] . band-pass filter tuned at frequency Ω.
Mathematical Model of OSH
On the basis of the setup depicted in Figure 1 , the signal detected by PD1 is proportional to the total power at the active area of PD1, and the general expression of the signal is written as follows [7, 13] :
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where ( , , )
x y z are the spatial coordinates, and ( , ) xy  denotes the transverse shift of the object with respect to the complex amplitude of the scanning beam. This shift is introduced by the X-Y scanner in Figure 1 .  denotes the active area of the detector; ( , ; ) T x y z is the 3D amplitude transmittance of the object, where we have assumed the 3D object is a collection of sectional images along z . (1) is first bandpass filtered (see the bandpass filters, BPF@Ω, in Figure 1 ) to reject the direct current (DC) term and demodulated by the lock-in amplifier to obtain both the amplitude and phase of the time oscillation 
where (x, y, z) are the spatial coordinates, and (x , y ) denotes the transverse shift of the object with respect to the complex amplitude of the scanning beam. This shift is introduced by the X-Y scanner in Figure 1 . Σ denotes the active area of the detector; T(x, y; z) is the 3D amplitude transmittance of the object, where we have assumed the 3D object is a collection of sectional images along z. E 1 (x, y, t; z) = E 1 (x, y; z) exp[j(ω + Ω)t] and E 2 (x, y, t; z) = E 2 (x, y; z) exp(jω t) are the optical fields that make up the scanning beams. The signal expressed in Equation (1) is first band-pass filtered (see the bandpass filters, BPF@Ω, in Figure 1 ) to reject the direct current (DC) term and demodulated by the lock-in amplifier to obtain both the amplitude and phase of the time oscillation term at the heterodyne frequency Ω. Finally, a complex hologram can be obtained. Depending on the recording geometry, there are two modes of OSH, the coherent mode and the incoherent mode [52] [53] [54] [55] .
For the coherent mode of OSH, the active area of PD1 must be infinitesimal, or Σ = δ(x, y). The resulting coherent complex hologram is expressed as
where ⊗ denotes the correlation involving the x and y coordinates. In the case for which a spherical wave and a plane wave are involved (Figure 1 ), the correlation kernel under the paraxial approximation can be expressed as follows [56] :
where k is the wave number of light, r = x 2 + y 2 1/2 , and a = z × N A is the radius of the interference fringe pattern, with NA being the numerical aperture of the spherical wave. It should be noted that this kernel is identical to that in conventional DH. Therefore, the properties and the reconstruction method of coherent OSH are the same as those of conventional DH [7] . For the incoherent mode of OSH, the active area of PD1 must be infinite, or Σ = 1. The resulting incoherent complex hologram is expressed as
Now the correlation kernel is also the same as that of coherent OSH. However, the coded object function is the intensity transmittance, that is, |T(x, y; z)| 2 . Therefore, the phase of the object cannot be reconstructed in this mode of OSH. This is also the reason that this mode is called the "incoherent" mode. Figure 2 shows the real part and imaginary part of a complex hologram of two coins recorded under the incoherent mode of OSH [57] . The hologram size is 550 × 550 pixels with a pixel pitch of 30 µm. The object distances of the two coins are 90 and 115 mm. The scanned hologram can be digitally reconstructed to an arbitrary plane of distance z r by E r (x, y; z r ) = H ic (x, y) E * 1 (x, y; z r )E 2 (x, y; z r ) (5) where denotes the convolution involving the x and y coordinates. Using Equation (5), the hologram shown in Figure 2 has been reconstructed at the planes of the two coins, that is, z r = 90 mm and z r = 115 mm. The reconstructed images (the modulus of E r ) are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3a , the $1 coin is in focus, while in Figure 3b the $5 coin is in focus.
where e denotes the convolution involving the x and y coordinates. Using Equation (5), the hologram shown in Figure 2 has been reconstructed at the planes of the two coins, that is, 90mm r z  and 115mm r z  . The reconstructed images (the modulus of r E ) are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3a , the $1 coin is in focus, while in Figure 3b the $5 coin is in focus. 
Point Spread Function and Pupil Engineering
In the last subsection, the general OSH, for which the interference fringe is formed by a spherical wave and a plane wave, is considered. The point spread function (PSF) of OSH, according to Equation (3), is thus
In reconstruction, the point image is calculated by Fresnel diffraction, that is, 
where 1 () J  denotes a Bessel function of the first kind of order 1. Therefore, the Rayleigh resolution of the reconstructed image is 1.22 kNA  , being the same as that in a conventional coherent imaging system. It should be noted that both the coherent mode of OSH and incoherent mode of OSH have the same PSF, regardless of the difference between spatial distributions of ( , ; ) T x y z and
( , ; )
T x y z . This is different from conventional imaging systems or conventional DH.
In OSH, the PSF as well as the resolution of the reconstructed image can be modified by using different types of the scanning beam. This can be easily realized by modifying the pupils of the system, such as ( , ) p x y shown in Figure 1 . For example, Indebetouw et al. have proposed to use two spherical waves with opposite curvatures to generate the heterodyne scanning beam [23] . In this way, the fringe density of the scanning beam is double that of conventional OSH, and thus the resolution of the reconstructed image is only half that of conventional OSH. Similarly, resolution enhancement along z or the preprocessing of holographic information can be realized by using a spiral phase 
Point Spread Function and Pupil Engineering
In reconstruction, the point image is calculated by Fresnel diffraction, that is,
where J 1 (·) denotes a Bessel function of the first kind of order 1. Therefore, the Rayleigh resolution of the reconstructed image is 1.22π/kN A, being the same as that in a conventional coherent imaging system. It should be noted that both the coherent mode of OSH and incoherent mode of OSH have the same PSF, regardless of the difference between spatial distributions of T(x, y; z) and |T(x, y; z)| 2 .
This is different from conventional imaging systems or conventional DH.
In OSH, the PSF as well as the resolution of the reconstructed image can be modified by using different types of the scanning beam. This can be easily realized by modifying the pupils of the system, such as p(x, y) shown in Figure 1 . For example, Indebetouw et al. have proposed to use two spherical waves with opposite curvatures to generate the heterodyne scanning beam [23] . In this way, the fringe density of the scanning beam is double that of conventional OSH, and thus the resolution of the reconstructed image is only half that of conventional OSH. Similarly, resolution enhancement along z or the preprocessing of holographic information can be realized by using a spiral phase plate as the pupil [58, 59] . In another example, an asymmetry pupil can limit the vertical bandwidth of OSH but retain full horizontal bandwidth [60] . In this way, scanned holograms can be recorded using a fine horizontal sampling rate but a coarse vertical sampling rate without aliasing error. This kind of vertical-bandwidth-limited hologram preserves only the horizontal parallax, but requires a scanning time as well as a data size only about 1/10 those of the full-parallax scanned hologram. Finally, by using a random-phase pupil [19, 61] , an axicon pupil [62] or a configurable pupil [63] , the axial resolution of the OSH is enhanced and thus makes sectional reconstruction possible. In another example, an optical Hilbert transform can be realized by using a quarter-plane pupil in OSH [64] .
Principle of FINCH

Setup of FINCH
FINCH [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] is a technique to record holograms of spatially incoherent light with a single-path interferometer. Figure 4 illustrates an optical setup of FINCH. A FINCH system can obtain holograms of objects illuminated by incoherent light with a common-path optical setup without an imaging lens. Incoherent light illuminates objects, and a lens placed between objects and an interference filter collects light diffracted from objects. The interference filter limits the wavelength bandwidth of incoherent light, and then a polarizer generates linear polarized object light with the polarization direction of 45 • from the liquid crystal (LC) direction of the SLM. On the SLM, only one of the s-and p-wave components of the incident light is phase-modulated, and the other is not. Therefore, the SLM with a quadratic phase distribution loaded introduces both a uniform phase modulation and quadratic phase shifts to either the s-or p-component of the polarized object light [36, 37] . Alternatively, other polarization-sensitive retarders, such as a birefringent crystal or a wave plate, can also be applied to generate two waves that interfere with each other with a single-path optical setup. After the modulation with a SLM, two waves have different wavefronts with different curvature radii and orthogonal polarizations. These waves form an incoherent hologram on the image sensor to reconstruct a 3D object image after passing a linear polarizer with the polarization axis parallel to that used before the SLM. When an object point is set as an incoherent object, a pattern of the FZP is formed on the image sensor plane. The location of the center of a FZP pattern and its fineness depend on the 3D position of a point object, and therefore a hologram recorded by a self-referenced interferometer can reconstruct a 3D image of the incoherent object point. In the case that an arbitrary 3D object is set, the incoherent summation of FZP patterns that are generated from each point on an object is observed with an image sensor. Light diffracted from each object point does not interfere with light diffracted from other object points, and therefore a FINCH system records speckle-less holograms of incoherent 3D objects. In the image-reconstruction process, most of the FINCH systems require in-line configuration and must remove unwanted image components in a hologram, namely, the zeroth-order diffraction wave and conjugate image. FINCH adopts phase-shifting interferometry [65, 66] frequently. When adopting temporal phase-shifting interferometry, phase shifts are introduced typically with a SLM [43, 46] , and phase-shifted incoherent holograms are sequentially recorded. An object wave is extracted from holograms by phase-shifting interferometry, and an incoherent 3D object image is reconstructed by calculating diffraction integrals. As a result, a FINCH system is able to record and reconstruct a speckle-less 3D image of an object illuminated by natural light. 
Mathematical Model of FINCH
According to Figure 4 , a wave from an object located at a position
x y z passes through a lens with focal length f , an interference filter, and a polarizer in sequence. After the polarizer, the object light is modulated by a reflection-type SLM. The s-wave component of the object light is perpendicular to the LC direction and thus is not modulated by the SLM. The p-wave component is parallel to the LC direction and thus suffers a quadratic phase modulation ( , ; ) ( , , ) exp . . ,
where 0 I is a constant, C is the zeroth-order diffraction wave, .. CC is the complex conjugate of the integral, and Z is defined as follows [36] :
where 2 z is the distance between the SLM and the lens with the focal length f , and 3 z is the distance from the SLM to the image sensor. The integral in Equation (9) is the cross-correlation between the object and quadratic phase distribution and is considered as incoherent summation of FZP patterns. The result indicates that the object light is recorded as a Fresnel hologram. After recording the incoherent hologram ( , ) I x y , the object wave is extracted by the technique of phaseshifting interferometry [67] : 
According to Figure 4 , a wave from an object located at a position (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) passes through a lens with focal length f , an interference filter, and a polarizer in sequence. After the polarizer, the object light is modulated by a reflection-type SLM. The s-wave component of the object light is perpendicular to the LC direction and thus is not modulated by the SLM. The p-wave component is parallel to the LC direction and thus suffers a quadratic phase modulation φ(x, y) given by
where λ is the central wavelength after passing through the interference filter, d is the focal length of the quadratic phase distribution, and φ ps is the phase shift required for phase-shifting interferometry.
If the object is a single point, a plane wave and a spherical wave with orthogonal polarization states to each other are generated on the image sensor plane. Therefore, an interference pattern, a FZP pattern, is formed on the image sensor plane by locating a 45 • polarizer in front of the image sensor. Considering a 3D object U(x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), the image sensor records a pattern I(x, y), which is expressed as follows [36] :
where I 0 is a constant, C is the zeroth-order diffraction wave, C.C. is the complex conjugate of the integral, and Z is defined as follows [36] :
where z 2 is the distance between the SLM and the lens with the focal length f , and z 3 is the distance from the SLM to the image sensor. The integral in Equation (9) is the cross-correlation between the object and quadratic phase distribution and is considered as incoherent summation of FZP patterns. The result indicates that the object light is recorded as a Fresnel hologram. After recording the incoherent hologram I(x, y), the object wave is extracted by the technique of phase-shifting interferometry [67] :
I(x, y; φ ps = 0) − I(x, y; φ ps = π) − j I(x, y; φ ps = π/2) − I(x, y; φ ps = 3π/2) . Finally, a 3D image of the object U(x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) is reconstructed by calculating the Fresnel diffraction integral.
Point Spread Function
In this subsection, the PSF of FINCH is analyzed. We assume that the object is a point source and is located on the front focal plane of the lens and that d = z 3 /2. After the calculation of the diffraction integral, the intensity distribution, which refers to the PSF, is reconstructed. According to the theory of Fourier optics, the 2D PSF in the configuration is calculated and is given by the following [37] :
where Jinc(x) = J 1 (x)/x, R H is the radius of the recorded interference fringe pattern, and M T is the total in-plane magnification of the lens and the SLM. M T has been derived and is given by the following [36] :
The width of the PSF, w PSF , is defined as the width of the main lobe of J 1 (x) and is
where R is the radius of the smallest aperture in the system. In Figure 4 , for example, if the radii of the SLM and image sensor are larger than that of the lens that the light is passing through, the smallest aperture R is just the radius of the lens. Here, w PSF is the same as the PSF of a coherent imaging system, but M T gives a specific property to FINCH, and recording with the interference of incoherent object waves gives a specific effective PSF for FINCH. M T is not d/ f but z 3 / f when z 1 = 0, while the PSF is the same as that of a conventional incoherent imaging system. This is called a violation of the Lagrange invariant, which is seen for a self-reference interferometer using two object waves to obtain an incoherent hologram [68] . Therefore, the magnification of FINCH is higher than that of a conventional imaging system, while it keeps the same functional form of the PSF. If there are two object points on the object plane at a distance of x 0 , the two points are apart at a distance of x 0 M T on the reconstructed image plane with the same PSF. By shrinking the distance of the two points x 0 M T /2, the magnification becomes the same as that in a conventional incoherent imaging system, and, therefore, the width of the PSF is half of that of a coherent system. As a result, the effective PSF becomes narrower by a factor of z 3 /d = 2, which has been derived [37] :
and the effective width of the PSF w PSF is as follows:
Therefore, FINCH is regarded as a super-resolution 3D imaging technique.
Special Topics and Applications
Fluorescence Holography
Fluorescence imaging is an essential tool in biological inspection. Because fluorescence holography can provide the 3D distribution of a fluorescent object, it is one of the most important applications of incoherent DH. Fluorescence holography was first demonstrated using OSH by Schilling [35] . After that, Yanagawa, Abe, and Hayasaki performed 3D mapping of multiple objects with 500 nm diameters simultaneously by using fluorescence holography [42, 70] . In recent years, multicolor fluorescence 3D imaging of a biological specimens with a 100 nm resolution has been reported using FINCH with birefringent lenses [38] .
Essentially, the setups of FINCH and OSH can be easily modified to perform fluorescence holography by using an excitation light source and an emission filter, as shown in Figure 5 . A self-interference fringe of fluorescence is recorded in FINCH, and thus all properties of FINCH-based fluorescence holography are the same as those in conventional FINCH. Figure 6 shows examples of experimental results with fluorescence digital holographic microscopy. Fluorescent nanoparticles with 500 nm diameters have been randomly distributed and set as incoherent objects in 3D space. Phase-shifted holograms have been recorded, and the intensity and phase distributions on the image sensor plane have been obtained successfully. By calculating diffraction integrals, reconstructed images focused on arbitrary depths have been obtained. Figure 6d shows an image reconstructed at a specified depth as an example. After that, the 3D mapping of nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 6e , had been conducted with a sequence of the reconstructed images and digital signal processing, such as a space-division matching method [70] .
In OSH, a TDFZP of excitation light is generated to scan the fluorescent object. The emittance of the fluorescence is proportional to the irradiance of the excitation scanning light. In addition, the response time of the fluorescence is typically in the order of nanoseconds. Hence the excited fluorescence also oscillates at the modulation frequency, that is, the heterodyne frequency Ω, which is typically between kilohertz and hundreds of megahertz. Finally, the modulated fluorescence is sensed by a detector and demodulated, as in regular OSH. Because fluorescence is very weak, a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or an avalanche photodiode (APD) is usually used as the detector.
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Special Topics and Applications
Fluorescence Holography
Fluorescence imaging is an essential tool in biological inspection. Because fluorescence holography can provide the 3D distribution of a fluorescent object, it is one of the most important applications of incoherent DH. Fluorescence holography was first demonstrated using OSH by Schilling et al. in 1997 [22] , and in 2006, Indebetouw and Zhong demonstrated an OSH-based fluorescence holographic system with transverse resolution of about 1 μm [26] . Furthermore, the use of OSH to 3D locate fluorescent inhomogeneities in turbid media has been demonstrated [69] . The first FINCH-based fluorescence holography was proposed by Rosen and Brooker in 2007 [34] . In 2008, Rosen and Brooker demonstrated a FINCH-based fluorescence holographic microscope for 1μm particles [35] . After that, Yanagawa, Abe, and Hayasaki performed 3D mapping of multiple objects with 500 nm diameters simultaneously by using fluorescence holography [42, 70] . In recent years, multicolor fluorescence 3D imaging of a biological specimens with a 100 nm resolution has been reported using FINCH with birefringent lenses [38] .
Essentially, the setups of FINCH and OSH can be easily modified to perform fluorescence holography by using an excitation light source and an emission filter, as shown in Figure 5 . A selfinterference fringe of fluorescence is recorded in FINCH, and thus all properties of FINCH-based fluorescence holography are the same as those in conventional FINCH. Figure 6 shows examples of experimental results with fluorescence digital holographic microscopy. Fluorescent nanoparticles with 500 nm diameters have been randomly distributed and set as incoherent objects in 3D space. Phase-shifted holograms have been recorded, and the intensity and phase distributions on the image sensor plane have been obtained successfully. By calculating diffraction integrals, reconstructed images focused on arbitrary depths have been obtained. Figure 6d shows an image reconstructed at a specified depth as an example. After that, the 3D mapping of nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 6e , had been conducted with a sequence of the reconstructed images and digital signal processing, such as a space-division matching method [70] . In OSH, a TDFZP of excitation light is generated to scan the fluorescent object. The emittance of the fluorescence is proportional to the irradiance of the excitation scanning light. In addition, the response time of the fluorescence is typically in the order of nanoseconds. Hence the excited fluorescence also oscillates at the modulation frequency, that is, the heterodyne frequency Ω, which is typically between kilohertz and hundreds of megahertz. Finally, the modulated fluorescence is sensed by a detector and demodulated, as in regular OSH. Because fluorescence is very weak, a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or an avalanche photodiode (APD) is usually used as the detector.
Optical Display of Incoherent Hologram
Incoherent holograms are free of speckle noise upon image reconstruction. Thus, an incoherent hologram should be able to exhibit better reconstructed images than coherent holograms and will be a good candidate for optical display. Recorded incoherent holograms are complex holograms, while the SLMs for optical display are either phase modulation or amplitude modulation. Therefore, the complex incoherent hologram must be converted to a suitable format prior to display. In 2015, Leportier et al. converted a complex incoherent hologram to a binary hologram by an iterative direct binary search algorithm [71] . In 2016, Liu et al. applied a bidirectional error-diffusion method to convert a complex incoherent hologram to a phase-only hologram [31] . Despite the format conversion, there is another important issue in the display of incoherent holograms. As described in Equation (4), the irradiance response is recorded in the incoherent hologram. If the incoherent hologram is directly displayed, the reconstructed field at the object plane is 
where a is a proportionality constant. The irradiance of the reconstructed field, which is also the quantity the observer detects, will be 
In other words, the irradiance of the reconstructed image is distorted, and thus the original contrast of the reconstructed image is incorrect. To solve this problem, the complex incoherent 
Incoherent holograms are free of speckle noise upon image reconstruction. Thus, an incoherent hologram should be able to exhibit better reconstructed images than coherent holograms and will be a good candidate for optical display. Recorded incoherent holograms are complex holograms, while the SLMs for optical display are either phase modulation or amplitude modulation. Therefore, the complex incoherent hologram must be converted to a suitable format prior to display. In 2015, Leportier et al. converted a complex incoherent hologram to a binary hologram by an iterative direct binary search algorithm [71] . In 2016, Liu et al. applied a bidirectional error-diffusion method to convert a complex incoherent hologram to a phase-only hologram [31] . Despite the format conversion, there is another important issue in the display of incoherent holograms. As described in Equation (4), the irradiance response is recorded in the incoherent hologram. If the incoherent hologram is directly displayed, the reconstructed field at the object plane is
where a is a proportionality constant. The irradiance of the reconstructed field, which is also the quantity the observer detects, will be
In other words, the irradiance of the reconstructed image is distorted, and thus the original contrast of the reconstructed image is incorrect. To solve this problem, the complex incoherent hologram is first digitally propagated to the virtual object plane. At this plane, the field is nearly the same as the irradiance response of the object, E v (x, y) ≈ |T(x, y; z)| 2 . A new field at this plane is generated by
By this way, the nonlinear error as shown in Equation (4) can be compensated for. Finally, the new field E new (x, y) is propagated to the hologram plane again and converted to a suitable format, for example, a phase-only hologram.
Reduction of Scanning Speed and Recorded Data in OSH
Although OSH has some unique merits, the shortcoming is clear: the demand of 2D raster scanning limits the recording speed of OSH, and thus dynamic optical scanning holography is still a challenge. So far, there have been some trials to shorten the recording time in OSH. The goal is usually to reduce the number of rows of scanning, because the scanning time is proportional to the number of rows, which is related to the vertical pixel pitch. The first trial was proposed by Liu et al., in which a vertical-bandwidth-limited scanned hologram was recorded using a coarse sampling pitch without aliasing [60] . The recording time was reduced to only about 1/10 that of conventional scanning. This method, however, sacrifices the vertical resolution of the whole hologram. For this reason, Tsang et al. proposed a novel technique called adaptive optical scanning holography (AOSH) [72] . As shown in Figure 7 , in recording the jth row of the hologram, the row data r(j) together with the data from the previous row r(j − 1) stored in a line buffer are sent to the predictor. If the variation between r(j − 1) and r(j) is small, the separation of next scanning, ∆ j , is increased. In this way, the recording time as well as the size of hologram data can be reduced by up to an order of magnitude. On the basis of a similar concept, not only the vertical pixel pitch but also the horizontal pixel pitch can be adjusted dynamically. In compressive optical scanning holography (COSH) [57, 73] , only a portion of the hologram pixels of a row are selected and converted into a 1-bit binary representation. Therefore, the resulting hologram data size can be about 1% of that of the original hologram. Recently, Chan et al. proposed subsampled scanning holographic imaging (SuSHI) to record a scanned hologram along a low-density spiral trajectory [74] . Subsequently, the hologram has been reconstructed by a compressed sensing (CS) approach. In this way, both the recording time and the data size can be reduced to up to 4% of that of raster-scanned OSH. The shortcoming of SuSHI, however, is that the CS reconstruction is time-consuming, and thus the scanned holograms cannot be reconstructed on the fly of holographic recording. The use of COSH-or SuSHI-based OSH would make dynamic holographic imaging possible. 
Single-Shot Imager for the Aim of Capturing High-Speed Incoherent 3D Objects
Although FINCH has the ability of spatially high-resolution incoherent 3D imaging, its temporal resolution is not particularly high because of the employment of temporal phase-shifting interferometry. On the other hand, there are intensive requirements for the imaging of dynamics in 3D space in fluorescence and Raman scattering microscopy, machine vision, and other applications. Therefore, single-shot incoherent digital holographic techniques can extend the applicability of incoherent holography. Five types of single-shot incoherent digital holographic techniques have been 
Although FINCH has the ability of spatially high-resolution incoherent 3D imaging, its temporal resolution is not particularly high because of the employment of temporal phase-shifting interferometry. On the other hand, there are intensive requirements for the imaging of dynamics in 3D space in fluorescence and Raman scattering microscopy, machine vision, and other applications. Therefore, single-shot incoherent digital holographic techniques can extend the applicability of incoherent holography. Five types of single-shot incoherent digital holographic techniques have been proposed: off-axis setups with FINCH [75] , Michelson interferometry [76] , double-focal lens and gratings [77] , and an in-line optical system with single-shot phase shifting [78, 79] . A Gabor-type configuration is the simplest setup for single-shot 3D imaging. Although zeroth-order diffraction and conjugate images superimpose on the object image, the technique is valid for the case in which objects measured are known or have a simple shape. When applied to arbitrary objects, a technique to separate unwanted images is needed. Kelner and Rosen have proposed a single-shot off-axis incoherent DH system based on FINCH [75] . A Fourier transform hologram has been obtained by passing a SLM twice, and an incoherent 3D image without unwanted images has been reconstructed from a single hologram. Hong and Kim have proposed another single-shot off-axis incoherent DH based on a Michelson interferometry and have demonstrated 3D imaging of multiple LEDs placed at different depths [76] . Quan and co-workers have used a double-focal lens and a grating to generate an off-axis hologram [77] . Their proposal can enable common-path setup and phase modulation without modulating polarization. Tahara et al. have presented single-shot in-line phase-shifting DH and demonstrated the technique for transparent and reflective objects [79] . The technique is composed of the combination of a FINCH system and a single-shot phase-shifting interferometer, as shown in Figure 8 . A FINCH system makes use of polarization to shift the phase, and it is easy to combine FINCH and single-shot phase-shifting utilizing polarization. Figure 9 shows experimental results in the case for which the light source is a white light LED and the object measured is a 1 mm aperture. From a recorded single image, multiple-phase-shifted incoherent holograms are obtained with a de-mosaicking process. The complex amplitude distribution of an incoherent object on the image sensor plane is derived with phase-shifting interferometry. After the calculation of diffraction integrals, the focused image of the object is retrieved. It is noted that single-shot in-line phase-shifting DH has an advantage in the space-bandwidth product available for recording an object wave in comparison to off-axis DH. 
Coded Aperture Correlation Holography (COACH)
As a method advancing from FINCH, a remarkable single-path incoherent DH has been recently proposed, called coded aperture correlation holography (COACH) [80] . An optical setup initially proposed for COACH is the same as that of FINCH, as illustrated in Figure 4 . In COACH, instead of a quadratic phase distribution, a coded phase-modulation (CPM) distribution is displayed on SLM. Before recording a hologram of an object, multiple phase-shifted holograms of a point object such as a pinhole are recorded. CPM generates a random complex amplitude distribution, and an object wave on the image sensor plane is the PSF of a COACH system. The PSF does not change against the position in the in-plane direction but changes against that in the depth direction. The PSFs of a CPM in each depth are measured in advance to obtain the information of the PSFs in 3D space. After that, incoherent light of an object in 3D space is recorded as multiple phase-shifted holograms, and correlations between PSFs and recorded images are calculated. Cross-correlations are used to obtain a 3D image, because each point in an object cannot be refocused by diffraction integrals, as a result of the random phase distribution of CPM. As a result, a 3D image of incoherent light is reconstructed without calculating diffraction integrals. By the adequate design of CPM and calculations of the cross-correlations, the depth resolution is improved in comparison to FINCH. To improve the depth resolution, one should make the spatial frequency distribution of CPM uniform. With COACH, incoherent 3D imaging [80] and incoherent color 3D imaging with a diffractive lens [81] have been demonstrated. It is worth noting that a diffractive lens is not needed to separate wavelength information by using a holographic technique [67, 82] . Moreover, a stack of the PSFs is obtained without interference of incoherent light, and interferenceless incoherent 3D imaging for a scattering object has been performed [83] . In a most recent development, single-shot COACH with space-division multiplexing [84] has been proposed and demonstrated.
Conclusions
In this review paper, two techniques of incoherent DH, OSH and FINCH are reviewed. Because OSH is a scanning-type, structured-illumination and single-pixel imaging technique and FINCH is a self-interference-based technique, they exhibit very different features. The features of the two techniques are listed in Table 1 for comparison. Essentially, FINCH is simple and thus can record dynamic holograms easily. However, because a self-interference holographic technique is employed, there is a large bias buildup for complicated objects, thus reducing the dynamic range of the recording device and giving rise to a low signal-to noise ratio in the system [85] . OSH is relatively complicated and slow but has no hard limitation on the recording size and pixel pitch. In addition, OSH can perform filtering on the fly of holographic recording, which is readily compatible to some of the most advanced serial processing systems, such as the fiber-optic-based communication system. 
